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CP violation in the decay KL - m+m. e+e
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We have calculated the distribution dl /dP for the decay KL ~rr+n e+e, where P is the angle be-

tween the vectors normal to the m.+~ and e+e planes. The result can be written in the form

dI /dp= I,coszp+ I zsin~p+ I 3sinp cosp, where the last term is CP violating and involves the interfer-

ence of the M1 component of EL~a+~ y with the bremsstrahlung component as well as a possible

direct E1 component. Using data on the radiative decays EL q~~ m y, we estimate an asymmetry in

the P distribution of (3.821.4)%.

PACS number(s): 13.20.Eb, 11.30.Er, 13.40.Hq

I. INTRODUCTION

and (ii) a direct emission component, presumably of a
CP-conserving magnetic dipole nature, with a branching
ratio [2]

I (KL +n+n y;E—r ). 20 MeV)

I (K ~+tr )

=(15.0+0.6) X 10 . (2)

A similar analysis of the decay E&—+m m y has yield-
ed a branching ratio [2]

r(Ks~m+ny;E &20 M. eV)

r(K, ~+~-)

=(6.69+0.20) X 10 (3)

which is slightly lower than, but compatible with, the
theoretically expected bremsstrahlung rate of
7.00X 10 . A genuine difference in this case could be at-
tributed to a small CP-conserving direct emission of E1
type, which is coherent with the bremsstrahlung ampli-
tude (see the Appendix).

The simultaneous presence of bremsstrahlung and M1
amplitudes in the decay ECL~~+m y implies that the
final state contains both CP =+1 and —1 configurations
[3—7]. However, no interference between these com-

Studies of the photon spectrum in the decay
EL ~a+~ y have revealed the existence of two com-
ponents in the decay rate [1,2]: (i) a bremsstrahlung com-
ponent associated with the CP-violating decay
KL ~tr+n, with a branching ratio [2]

I (KL ~m+n y;Er )20 MeV)

r(K,
=(6.90+0.21)X 10, (1)

ponents is visible as long as the polarization of the pho-
ton is not observed [8]. As an alternative to measuring
polarization, we consider in this paper the decay
EL ~m m e+e resulting from the internal conversion
of the photon into an e+e pair. We will demonstrate
that the angular correlation of the e+e and m+m

planes contains an explicit CP-violating term which is
sensitive to the interference between the M1 amplitude
and bremsstrahlung (and direct El) component. The
possibility of CP violation in the decay KL ~m+m. e+e
was noted long ago by Dolgov and Ponomarev [9]. A
calculation of the decay rate of EL ~m+m. e+e, in-
tegrated over angles, was performed by Majumdar and
Smith [10]. This latter paper has served as a point of
reference for our own calculations.

II. MATRIX ELEMENT FOR Kl ~~+m e+e

The general matrix element for the radiative decay
KL ~n+tr y, with momenta labeled as KL (P)
~@+(p+ )+m (p )+y(k), is

The bremsstrahlung piece Ab„[Fig. 1(a)] is given by

(4)

I+I P —p
~brem efL,

p+ k p 'k

fL being the coupling constant for KL~vr+~ The.
remaining pieces [Fig. 1(b)] are direct emission ampli-
tudes for electric- and magnetic-type radiation, which
may be parametrized as

~airier'=GE[(p- k)p+„(p+ k)p „l&"— —

~magnetic G p pp, k vp p p
Q

direct M pvpcr +

Here GE M are form factors depending on
s =(p++p ) and (p+ —p ) k. The bremsstrahlung
term gives the exact result for the radiative decay as far
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(a) +(J+)

K(.(P)

(b)

KL,
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FIG. 1. Diagrams illustrating (a) Bremsstrahlung and (b)
direct M 1 or E 1 contributions to E&~m. +~ y. Diagram (c)
represents an additional K charge-radius contribution relevant
for EL ~7T+7T e+e

as terms of order 1 jk and k, where k is the photon ener-

gy. The direct emission terms, by contrast, vanish in the
soft photon limit. Different powers of (p+ —p ) k in the
expansion of Gz yield [11] electric multipoles

E 1,E2, E3, . . . , where the multipole EJ corresponds to
a final state with quantum numbers CP = —( —1 ) and
P= + 1. Similarly, different terms in the expansion of G~
yield magnetic multipoles M 1,M2, M 3, , the multipole
MJ corresponding to CP =( —1), P = —l. (Note that
the bremsstrahlung amplitude contains only odd electric
multipoles E 1, E3, etc. ) In the following we work in the
approximation of retaining only dipole terms in the direct
emission amplitudes, so that GE M can be treated as con-
stants. [A dependence on s„=(p++p ), such as that
given by the p propagator, can be introduced if neces-
sary. ]

In going from KI ~~++ y to the Dalitz pair process
KL~a+vr e+e (with the momenta of e+ and e la-
beled as k+ and k ), we replace e" in the radiative am-
plitude by elk u(k )y"U(k+). Such a replacement,
however, is necessarily uncertain by terms of order k in
the amplitude of the virtual-photon process
KL ~~+~ y*. Such terms include all transitions of the
form KL ~(a+rr )J o+y', which are forbidden by an-

gular momentum conservation when k =0, but are pos-
sible when k WO. A specific example is the contribution
of the K charge form factor [Fig. 1(c)], which gives rise
to a pole in the invariant mass of the ~+m pair at the
(unphysical) point s =mx. This particular contribution
was taken into account by Majumdar and Smith [10] (see
also Ref. [13]). For definiteness, we will parametrize our
amplitude for KL ~~+~ e + e in the same way as in

Ref. [10], introducing, in addition to the bremsstrahlung
term, phenomenological parameters denoting direct elec-
tric dipole, direct magnetic dipole, and a K charge-
radius contribution.

The matrix element then reads [12]

A(Kz~~+vr e+e )=eIfsI [k P„—(P k)k„] +
4 [(P k)p+z —(p+ k)P&]

~El

m~2 " " k' —2P k m~4

M1 v p P+p P —p+
4 ~pvpcrk P +P —+&BR

m~ p+ k p k 2
u(k )y"v(k+ ) .

k
(7)

Ifs I'
r(K, ~+~- ) = 1—

16mmK

(ii) The parameter gB„ is given by

4m „
2m~

The parameters appearing in the above expression have
the following meaning.

(i) fs is the coupling constant for Ks~vr rr defined

gBR = i)+ —fs ~Ifs I

(9)

Its phase is 4&+ +SO, where 4+ =arg(i(+ ) and 50 is

the ~~ scattering phase in the I =J =0 channel at c.m.
energy &s =mx- (we assume here the validity of the
bI= —,

' rule in K ~2~) If the bremss. trahlung term

were the only contribution to the decay KL ~~ ~ y,
the branching ratio would be [14]

~min) ~ max g~ I +P 1+/3
r(Ks ~~+~ ) vr ~;„co P 1 f3——2 1—

Po

= IgsRI'(7. 00x 10 ') for ru;„=20 MeV,
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where P= [1—4m /(m» —2m»co)]', Po=(1 —4m „/
m»)', and co,„=m»PO/2.

(iii) The dimensionless parameter gM& measures the
strength of the direct M1 radiation in EL ~~ m. y. The
corresponding decay rate is [14]

gE1

gM1

gE1
+ e(0.05, arg

gM1
(13)

(v) Finally, the dimensionless parameter g~ is related to
the E charge radius by

gp
= —

—,
' (R ) rn» =0. 15, (14)

2f max dQ)Qj p p
pn» 6 Po mg

where (R ) = —0.07 fm . The phase of gp is 50(s), the
I=O s-wave phase shift for no scattering at energy Qs„.

III. DIFFERENTIAL DECAY RATE
Identifying this with the direct emission rate given in Eq.
(2), one obtains

IgM)1=0. 76 . (12)

Since the direct M1 transition necessarily produces a
m. m pair in the I=1 p-wave state, the phase of gM, is
equal to 5&(s ), the mm scattering phase in the p-meson
channel at c.m. energy Qs„.

(iv) The dimensionless parameter gE& defines a CP-even
E1 component in the EL ~~++ y amplitude, not relat-
ed to the bremsstrahlung term. Such a term could be in-
duced by a possible direct E1 amplitude in E1~m n. y
through the e impurity of the Ki wave function. From
the remarks following Eq. (3), we estimate that
Igz, /g~, l

(0.05 (see the Appendix); the phase of gz, in
this case is related to that of gM, by
arg(g»&/gM&)=4, =4+ . On the other hand, a direct
E1 amplitude in EL —+m. +m y could also result from in-
trinsic CP violation in E2~~+~ y, in which case the
El and Ml amplitudes are necessarily out of phase [3],
i.e., arg(gE, /g~, )=m/2. As a consequence, this latter
type of E1 amplitude does not contribute to the CP-
violating observable calculated in the next section. For
our subsequent discussion, we consider only a possible e-
induced E1 component, with

From the matrix element given in Eq. (7), we have cal-
culated the differential decay rate of KL ~m. +~ e+e in
the following three variables: (i) x =(p++p ) /m»
(normalized invariant mass of pions); (ii)

y =(k++k ) /m» (normalized invariant mass of elec-
trons); (iii) P= angle between normals to the e+e and
m+~ planes. The last of these variables is determined in
the following way: In the rest frame of the decaying El,
let (p++p ) be parallel to the positive z direction. The
unit vectors

n =(p+Xp )/Ip+Xp (isa)

and

n&=(k+ Xk )/lk+ Xk (15b)

P =P
—/&mod(2~)

and ranges from 0 to 2~.
Our result for the differential decay rate is

then lie in the xy plane and have components

n =(cosg, sing, O),

ni =(cos(r)&, sin/1, 0),
where (I) and P& lie between 0 and 2n The an. gle P is
then defined as

2 1/2 2 2
1 + 2

dy
' ' d I, ' (l, ,y) f F(, ,P),16m', ' (lp p) 4~' y 4p'

' '
0 2~

where we have introduced the notation

(16)

2m
JM

m~

me
Q2

2 7

m&
(17)

and F (x,y, P) is given by (neglecting the electron mass)

1F(x,y, g)=— Igp I gEigp+Re
(x —1)

—A(l, x,y)A,
' (x,p, p )

Ig~, l 2
A(l, x,y)A,

' (x,p, p )[—,'(1+2cos P)]

2 1 1/2Ig»~I', &'"(x,p', p')[[A(l, x,y)+6y]A(x, p', p )[—,'(1+2sin P)]+2yA(l, x,y)(x —p )j

+2 1 — ++—Re(g, g ) A,
' (x,p, p )+ ln(L)

(l,x,y)
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8
l

l2
1—6A,

' (x p, p, )xp 4(x —2p, )

x (x+y —1) —A(i, x,y)A(x, p,p ) (x+y —1)A, ' (l,x,y)
ln(L)[ —,'(1+2 sin P)]

8 1 —x —y+ Re(gMlg BR ) ]/2X'"(l,x,y)
in(L)+A, ' (x,p, p ) [sing cosP]p ( 1 —x y—) +y ~(x,p &rp )

(x +y —1)A,
'~

( l, x,y)

+—Re(g~)gg) ) g (x,p, p )k' (l,x,y)(1 —x +y)[sinpcosp]+b(x, y)[ —,'(1 —2sin p)] . (18)

Here we have used the abbreviations

(x+y —1)x+1,' (l,x,y)A,
' (x,p, , p, )

(x +y —1)x —
A,
'i

( l, x,y Q. 'i (x,p, p )

A, (x,y, z)=x +y +z —2(xy+yz+zx) .

The function h(x, y) is given in the Appendix. Since this
term is proportional to (1—2 sin P), it contributes neither
to the P-integrated decay rate nor to the asymmetry un-
der P~vr Pdiscu—ssed below. If one wants to study the
effect of the p propagator on the direct E1 and M1 con-
tributions, the couplings gE, and gM, have to be multi-
plied by D (x)=o' /(o' —x), o.~=m2/m+2.

The following general observations may be made on
the above formula.

(i) The dependence on the variable P is of the general
form

dI =1,cos P+ I ~sin P+ I qsinP cosQ . (20)

The last term changes sign under p~m —p and produces
an asymmetry in the distribution of the angle p between
the normal vectors of the m+m and e+e planes.

(ii) The fact that the term sing cosP is CI' violating may
be judged from the fact that it may be written in the form

singcosg=(n, Xn ) z(n, n ), (21)

X 10

20
I

18

g 16
+

g 14

T. 2

~10
CQ

Bremsstrahlung contribu

Direct M1 contribution o

where z=(p++p )/lp++p l. Noting that, under C,
k+ ~k+ p+ ~p+ and that, under P, k+~—k+,
p+~ —p+, we see that the quantity in Eq. (21) changes
sign under CP.

(iii) The coefficient of the asymmetric term sing cosg
involves the coupling constant combinations Re(gl, g BR )

and Re(g~,gE, ), which represent interferences of ampli-
tudes with opposite CP values and are thus manifestly CP
violating.

(iv) The pure Ml contribution proportional to lgl~l
has a P dependence

2
I

055 0 6 0 65 07
invariant

I I I I I I I I I I 1 I I I I I I r-I-4 L I 1

0, 75 0.8 0.85 0.9 0,95
mass of pions v X

X 10
16

I

(D
+

I

+

$ 10

8

-(b) Bremsstrahlung contribution only

Direct M'I contribution only

(1+2cos P)=(sin /+3 cos (t ) .

This agrees with the result obtained in the paper of Chew
[11];the rate for this contribution was calculated in Refs.
[15]and [16].

(v) The differential cross section dI /dx dy obtained
after integration over P agrees with the result of Majum-
dar and Smith [10] after certain typographical errors are
corrected in their result [17]. The distribution in the x
and y variables is depicted in Fig. 2. The total branching
ratio, neglecting the small effect of g&~, is

8(K ~Lm m e+e )

=(1.3X10 )BR+(1.8X10 )~i+(0.04X10 )P .
4

I

I

I jl

0 -~
0 0.0'I

I & I I [ & i i I

0.02 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.06

invariant mass of leptons

t . p I- ( —I. -I -I IJ
0.07 0.08 0.09

vy

If a cut &y )30 MeV is imposed on the invariant mass
of the e+e pair, the branching ratios for bremsstrah-
1ung, direct M1, and pole contributions become
0.80X 10,3.7 X 10,and 0.4X 10, respective1y.

IV. CP-VIOLATING ASYMMETRY
FIG. 2. Di6'erential spectrum dI /d&x and dI /d&y for

EL~m+m e+e, where &x and &y are the invariant masses
of ~+~ and e+e, normalized to mz.

From the differential cross section dl /dx dy dP, we
derive a CP-violating asymmetry
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f dP d I /dx dy d(I)
A (x,y)=

f d(I)dI /dx

dydee
(22)

8,=arg(gMlgBR)=4+ —+5o 5imodm,

82= arg(gM, gs I )=4+ mode.
(24)

wherefdic

fdic = m/2 3m'/2

0

(here 5I denotes an average phase in the mm. p-wave I= 1

channel). The functions A, 2(y) are plotted in Fig. 3(a)
and are quite substantial over the whole range of y. The
analogous asymmetry in the cross section integrated over
yis

—(+) f +f"
The asymmetry in the cross section integrated over the

m+~ invariant mass is

f d P f dy d I /dx dy d(I)
n

f dP f dy d I /dx dy d P

gE1
A 3 (x )cos8, + A 4(x )cos82

gM1
(25)

f d P fdx d 1 /dx dy d P
A f

deaf

dx dI'/d xdy dP

where the functions A34(x) are shown in Fig 3(b. ). Fi
nally, the asymmetry in the cross section integrated over
the whole domain of x and y is

gE1= A, (y)cos8, + A3(y)cos83 (23)
gE1

( A ) = 15%cos8, +38% cos8
gM1

(26)

%70

-60
&C

50

.—(a)

40

30

20

where Inserting 4+ =43', 5o=40', 5I =10 (assuming an aver-
age ~amass . of approximately 0.4 GeV), and
IgEI/gMI I

=0.05, we have cos 8I =+0.29, cos82 =+0.73,
implying an integrated asymmetry of the order of
(A &I=3.&+1.4%.

The branching ratio of Ez ~~+m. e+e predicted by
the model is 3.1X10 . The current round of experi-
ments (e.g. , E799 at Fermilab) expects to gather 25 —50
events of this decay [2]. These statistics will be increased
by a factor of 20 in the next phase of this experiment.
Still higher statistics may be expected from a dedicated
E-meson factory. There is a reasonable prospect that the
CP-violating asymmetry calculated in this paper will be

'l 0

I I I I I I I I i I I I I i i i i I I I i I I I I I I I i I

x 60

~50

40

20

0.05 0. 1 0. 'I 5 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0, 4
vyinvariant mass of leptons

-.A,

X 10
3

~2O

~16

12

(3

4

20
I s i i a I I

40 60 BO 100 1&O 140 160
photon energy in MeV

0.6 0.65 0.7 0.75 O. B 0.85 0.9 0.95
vx

invariant mass of pions

FIG. 3. (a) Functions A& 2(y) defining CP-violating asyrn-
metry as function of y [see Eq. (23)]. (b) Functions A, 4(x)
defining CP-violating asymmetry as function of x [see Eq. (25)].

FIG. 4. Photon energy spectrum in the reaction
Kz~m. +m. y, normalized to 1(E~~~+m. ), according to Eq.
(A3). Here it was assumed that the brernsstrahlung amplitude
interferes destructively with the direct E1 amplitudes; the
dashed curve shows the spectrum for a deficit of l0%.
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experimentally accessible.
Although the asymmetry calculated above is as large as

4%, the effect is essentially an e-related phenomenon.
The question of a direct CP-violating term in the ampli-
tude (7) and its possible impact on the above asymmetry
remains to be investigated. A related question is the pos-
sible size of a m+/~ or e+/e asymmetry in the Dalitz
plot. We hope to return to these issues in a future publi-
cation.
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APPENDIX

(1) The function b, (x,y) appearing in the expression for d I"/dx dy d P [Eq. (18)] is given by

h(x, y) = Igz, I
A,

~ (x,p, p )2y
1 2 1

+—Re(gzigBa ) A,
'~ (x,p, dM ) —2(1 —x +y) ~ ' 'y ln(L)

A,
i (l,x,y)

8 16x yk'~ (x,p , p, )+—
IgBa I

A, ( l, x,y)[x (x +y —1) —
A, (l,x,y)A, (x,p, p )]

2

ln(L )
(x+y —1)k ~ (l, x,y)

(A 1)

(2) We give here an estimate of the direct F. 1 coupling gz„defined in Eq. (7), based on the discrepancy between the
measured rate of Ks~n. +m y and the pure bremsstrahlung expectation [see remarks after Eq. (3)]. Defining the decay
amplitude of I( s~m. +m y by

I+I 5' —p gES
JKs=egBs — e +e (p+.ep k —p ep+.k),

p+ k p .k m
(A2)

the decay rate can be written as

I (Ks ir ir 7') a ~ dao p +1 1+p p co
ln —2 1 —2

I (Ks ~~+ir )
m. ~m;„co f3 1 —p po mK

gFs - dao co P —
11 1+P P co+Re lngss;. m~ P 1 —P Po mx

gEs I max de) Q7 p p Q7

gss min mx. 6 po mx.

2
gES=7.00X 10 1+Re 5.4X 10 + 1.9 X 10

gBS RBS
(A3)

where p, f30, and co,„have the same definition as in Eq. (10) and a minimum photon energy of 20 MeV was required.
Assuming a discrepancy (deficit) of (4+4)% in the decay rate of Ks ~n vr y, we obtain

Re = —(8+8) .
gBS

This fixes also the ratio gzi /gBa of the constants in Eq. (7), i.e.,

gE1
Re

gBR

gES=Re
gBS

= —(8+8) . (A4)

This result, together with Eqs. (9) and (12), is the basis of the estimate of Igz, /g~, I
given in Eq. (13). (As may be seen

from Fig. 4, even a deficit of 10% does not appreciably affect the shape of the photon energy spectrum. )
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